Interview from Episode #34 of The Mike Dominick Show (Audio Only)

I had a chance to sit down and chat with Mike Dominick recently, on August 25th 2020. We spoke about some of my current projects, and our views on some of the recent happenings in the industry lately. Topics include writing, the industry's move to ARM, the Linux community in general, and more.

LHS Episode #364: The Weekender LV

It's time once again for The Weekender. This is our bi-weekly departure into the world of amateur radio contests, open source conventions, special events, listener challenges, hedonism and just plain fun. Thanks for listening and, if you happen to get a chance, feel free to call us or e-mail and send us some feedback. Tell us how we're doing. We'd love to hear from you.
Have you wondered, how should I package my Python code? You've written the application, but now you need to distribute it to the machines it's intended to run on. It depends on what the code is, the libraries it depends on, and with whom do you want to share it. This week on the show we have Itamar Turner-Trauring, creator of the website pythonspeed.com. We discuss his article "Options for Packaging Your Python Code: Wheels, Conda, Docker, and More," covering the how of sharing your code.

Python Bytes: #196 Version your SQL schemas with git + automatically migrate them

A lot of the videos I make are Linux software showcases but I've had a few people mention that some of my videos might be a bit too long so I thought I'd explain why my videos end up being as long as they are and how I'm slowly stripping down the videos as I improve upon my style.

Source URL: http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/141481
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